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The Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator has been optimised for reduced neoclassical transport and 
provides an option for a steady-state reactor without continuous current drive and disruptions.

In its first operational campaign the neoclassical optimisation has been confirmed[1] and reduces 
neoclassical transport to a level that leaves turbulence as the dominant transport mechanism in 
typical discharges[2]. This is witnessed by the predominance of flat density profiles, where hollow 
profiles driven by neoclassical thermo-diffusion would otherwise be expected, by impurity transport
measurements in high-Z injection experiments[3] and most notably in the apparent limit to the 
achievable ion temperature over a wide range of heating powers. Over a range of W7-X plasmas, 
including direct ion heating by neutral beam injection, the power deposition profile and neoclassical
heat flux predictions are assessed to determine the anomalous contribution, which is compared with 
results from non-linear GENE[4] turbulence simulations.

In the absence of an H-mode temperature pedestal, this apparent independence of the Ti gradients to
the ion heat flux severely limits the achievable plasma performance and while future W7-X 
upgrades will allow a wider search for an H-mode confinement regime, none has been observed so 
far. Fortunately, significantly improved confinement has been observed at W7-X in the presence of 
strong core density gradients, giving dramatically reduced ion heat flux over a wide region and 
consequently higher core ion temperatures. The proposed mechanism for this is the transformation 
of ITG turbulence into iTEM[5] turbulence, the latter having a much lower heat transport level in an 
optimized configuration. This theoretical finding is supported by the Phase Contrast Imaging 
diagnostic. 

Experimentally, such strong density gradients are found transiently after core pellet injection and 
spontaneously after the reduction of edge density by boronisation or boron pellet injection. Strong 
density peaking is also achieved in a more controllable manner on a relevant time scale in purely 
neutral beam heated discharges, suggesting a promising candidate for future high performance 
discharges in W7-X. With the reduced heat transport, both ion and electron temperatures can be 
raised by the addition of central ECRH heating, which simultaneously controls central impurity 
accumulation and density peaking. Active feedback control of the NBI and ECRH heating levels is 
therefore a possible tool to provide a steady-state scenario but the development of such scenarios 
requires a deeper understanding of the effect of central electron heating on density and impurity 
profiles. For this purpose, a detailed heat and particle transport analysis of the relevant discharges 
will be presented, including the effect of neoclassical thermo diffusion on the density profile 
evolution. The applicability of these plasmas as a scenario for high performance on transport 
relevant time scales be will assessed.

Finally, the general outlook for high performance scenarios in W7-X for the next campaigns will be 
outlined, including upgrades to the available NBI and ECRH power, water cooled divertor and first 
wall, active edge neutral pumping and continuous pellet injection.
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